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Introduction {#sec001}
============

With the increasing application of chemical fertilizers in recent decades, fertilizer efficiency has gradually decreased. This phenomenon is especially common in the North China Plain, which is mainly dominated by fluvo-aquic soil \[[@pone.0209635.ref001]\]. Some studies have shown that fertilization, especially straw return and organic manure, can effectively improve the fertility of fluvo-aquic soil \[[@pone.0209635.ref002], [@pone.0209635.ref003]\]. Fertilization has major effects on soil properties, including improving soil physical structure, increasing soil available nutrients, and increasing soil microbial activity \[[@pone.0209635.ref004]\], and can modify the spatial distribution of soil properties \[[@pone.0209635.ref005]--[@pone.0209635.ref007]\].

Soil microorganisms are key factors in the degradation of soil organic matter and nutrient cycling \[[@pone.0209635.ref008]\]. Soil microbial indicators are very sensitive to the effects of human activities on soil, especially in agricultural activities \[[@pone.0209635.ref009], [@pone.0209635.ref010]\]. With the development of precision agriculture, the spatial distribution of soil microorganisms frequently affects efficient use of nutrients \[[@pone.0209635.ref011], [@pone.0209635.ref012]\] and the spatial heterogeneity of microbes strongly influences the infiltration, migration, and adsorption of soil nutrients \[[@pone.0209635.ref013], [@pone.0209635.ref014]\]. Fluvo-aquic soil is derived from alluvial soil and thus has greater spatial heterogeneity than aeolian soil \[[@pone.0209635.ref015]\]. Spatial variation in soil can be detected, estimated, and mapped using geostatistical analysis \[[@pone.0209635.ref016]\], which can help identify changes in spatial trends and characteristics of space in the soil.

Compared with physical and chemical properties, soil microbes are more susceptible and more sensitive to the influence of external sources of nutrients \[[@pone.0209635.ref017]\]. Soil microorganisms exhibit high spatial and temporal variation, even in homogenously managed agroecosystems \[[@pone.0209635.ref018], [@pone.0209635.ref019]\]. At present, studies of spatial heterogeneity of soil microorganisms are mainly conducted in forests \[[@pone.0209635.ref020], [@pone.0209635.ref021]\], grasslands \[[@pone.0209635.ref022], [@pone.0209635.ref023]\], or large scale farmlands \[[@pone.0209635.ref024]\]. However, even at the small scale level, there is large spatial variability of microorganisms in the soil \[[@pone.0209635.ref025], [@pone.0209635.ref026]\]. Spatial variability of soil properties are controlled by inherent variations in soil characteristics and are affected by exogenous factors such as cultivation of crops or grazing of large herbivores \[[@pone.0209635.ref027], [@pone.0209635.ref028]\]. Soil microbial heterogeneity can lead to spatial dependence in soil microbial communities at multiple scales, ranging from the rhizosphere to scales of more than 100 m \[[@pone.0209635.ref029], [@pone.0209635.ref030]\]. Previous work has found that variation in microbial biomass can be partially explained by soil type and drainage class \[[@pone.0209635.ref031], [@pone.0209635.ref032]\], soil texture \[[@pone.0209635.ref033], [@pone.0209635.ref034]\], organic matter content, and pH \[[@pone.0209635.ref035]\]. The conventional plow depth is 20 cm \[[@pone.0209635.ref036], [@pone.0209635.ref037]\], but roots reach from 0--30 cm \[[@pone.0209635.ref038], [@pone.0209635.ref039]\], and microbes are usually present in the topsoil (0--7.5 cm) \[[@pone.0209635.ref040], [@pone.0209635.ref041]\]. This spatial pattern leads to variation between the strongest microbial activity and the depth of nutrient uptake by plant roots, so it is necessary to study differences in the spatial distribution of microbes in the topsoil and sub-topsoil layers. The spatial distribution and structure of soil properties can provide us with a better understanding of the potential factors (e.g., grazing, cultivation, conservation, fertilization, and plant density) that influence the other soil properties \[[@pone.0209635.ref029]\].

For long-term fertilization of farmland, the availability of external materials, especially carbon and nitrogen sources, has become an important guideline of microbial distribution. Röver, et al. \[[@pone.0209635.ref006]\] focused on changes in spatial heterogeneity of a microbial community due to different fertilization treatments in a small farmland in Germany. They found that banding fertilizer caused microbial biomass carbon (MBC) to reach more than 15%, a moderate degree of variation, forming \"hotspots\" in some areas. Heinze, et al. \[[@pone.0209635.ref007]\] showed that organic fertilizer improved the stability of soil pH compared with a single application of chemical fertilizer, however, soil heterogeneity lead to spatial heterogeneity of soil pH, which ultimately masked the effect of fertilization on soil microbial biomass. Wang, et al. \[[@pone.0209635.ref042]\] found that variation of soil MBC had a strong spatial autocorrelation with a dependence distance of 3.17 m, which was the smallest among all variables (e.g. soil respiration, soil moisture) in 16×14 m plots.

The spatial heterogeneity of soil MBC and microbial biomass nitrogen (MBN) in different fertilization treatments can be used to determine the spatial characteristics of long-term soil evolution. Different fertilization treatments in long-term studies result in uneven distributions of nutrients in the soil, which may further lead to spatial variation of microbial biomass distribution. Dissolved organic carbon and dissolved organic nitrogen vary greatly among treatments, which is the main factor limiting microorganisms\[[@pone.0209635.ref043]\].

Our objective was to examine the effects of long-term fertilization on soil MBC, MBN and MBC/MBN dynamics and spatial heterogeneity in both topsoil and sub-topsoil. In view of previous studies, our hypothesis is that spatial heterogeneity in both layers will be in the following order: CK\>NPK\>NPKM\>NPKS.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Site description {#sec003}
----------------

Soil samples were collected on July 11, 2016 (during the maize season) from the national soil fertility and fertilizer efficiency long-term monitoring station, located in Yuanyang County, Henan Province, latitude 35°00ʹ31ʺN, longitude 113°41ʹ25ʺE. This site has a mean annual temperature of 14°C; annual precipitation and annual evaporation of 645 mm and 1450 mm, respectively; groundwater depth of 50--80 cm during the rainy season and 150--200 cm during the dry season; and a frost free period of 224 d. In 1991, after two years of uniform planting (1989--1990), the initial soil physicochemical properties were: clay mineral types, hydromica 1.24 g/kg, total porosity 43%; soil texture, silt loam, clay content (\< 2 microns) 13.4%, silt content (2--50 microns) 60.7%, and sand content (50--2000 microns), 26.5%; soil pH, 8.3; soil organic carbon 6.7 g/kg; total nitrogen 0.67 g/kg; and soil C/N ratio, 10.

Experimental design {#sec004}
-------------------

There were four fertilization treatments in this study. Fertilization treatments included chemical fertilizer nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K) (NPK); NPK with straw return (NPKS, 70% N from straw before 2004, 50% N from straw after 2004); animal manure and chemical fertilizer NPK (NPKM); and no fertilizer (CK). The cropping system was wheat-maize rotation in one year. Cow Manure and maize straw were only used in the wheat season. In the wheat season, the fertilization amounts were N-165 kg • hm^-2^, P~2~O~5~-82.5 kg • hm^-2^, K~2~O- 82.5 kg • hm^-2^, with a ratio of N: P~2~O~5~: K~2~O = 1: 0.5: 0.5; topdressing occurred at the wheat turning green stage. In the maize season, fertilization amounts were N 188 kg • hm^-2^, P~2~O~5~ 94 kg • hm^-2^, K~2~O 94 kg • hm^-2^; with a ratio of N: P~2~O~5~: K~2~O = 1: 0.5: 0.5, topdressing was conducted during the jointing period period. Nitrogen fertilizer was urea, phosphorus fertilizer was calcium superphosphate, potassium fertilizer was potassium chloride.

The topdressing direction went from north to south; the row spacing was 40 cm in the wheat season and 60 cm in the maize season; and the plow depth was 20 cm.

Four fertilization treatments with a total of twelve plots were studied, each fertilization treatment had three replicates. Fertilization plots were rectangular: the length (south-north) was 9 m and the width (east-west) was 4.5 m. We set the coordinate origin at the northeast corner of every plot; the Y-axis was south and the X-axis was west. We divided every plot into eight squares, with side lengths of 2.25 m. At the center of each square we set a circle with a radius of 1.125 m, and then randomly selected three points within one circle and recorded the coordinate point. These were our sampling points for topsoil and sub-topsoil; the topsoil was 0--7.5 cm underground and the sub-topsoil layer from 7.5--20 cm. In total, 24 samples were collected per plot, 72 samples per fertilization treatment, 288 samples in one layer, and 576 samples in total. Details of the sampling are shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0209635.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Example of a spatial stratified random sampling design with two transects.\
Small filled circles represent centroids (n = 8), large circles represent the potential sampling area around centroids (radius = 1.125m). Xs represent sample locations determined from randomly chosen directions and distances from a centroid. The extent of the interpolation maps based on the inverse distance weighting (IDW) method was determined by the minimum and maximum values at the x and y axes. Therefore, each map had a different extent from the study area (4.5 m × 9 m), which represents the largest extent that each map can attain.](pone.0209635.g001){#pone.0209635.g001}

Laboratory analysis {#sec005}
-------------------

Plots were divided into 8 parts using a measuring rope, and then we positioned cards at sampling locations in the grid. Samples were taken from both soil levels (0--7.5 cm and 7.5--20 cm) in each location using a soil drill. Fresh soil samples were stored in the refrigerator at -20°C. After selecting the debris and sieving using a 2 mm screen, soil MBC and MBN were determined using the chloroform fumigation extraction method. The principle of the method and detailed operation steps are in Vance, et al. \[[@pone.0209635.ref044]\] and Lin, et al. \[[@pone.0209635.ref045]\]. Carbon and nitrogen were measured in leachate with a C/N analyzer (multi N/C 3100, Analytik Jena AG, Germany). The formulas used were from Vance *et al*. (1987a), the calculation methods of MBC and MBN are the same.

Microbial biomass carbon: $$E_{C}\left( {\mu g/g} \right) = C_{Fumigation}‑C_{non‑Fumigation}$$ $$B_{C}\left( {\mu g/g} \right) = E_{C}/0.45$$

Microbial biomass nitrogen: $$E_{N}\left( {\mu g/g} \right) = N_{Fumigation}‑N_{non‑Fumigation}$$ $$B_{N}\left( {\mu g/g} \right) = E_{N}/0.45$$

Where Ec is extracting organic carbon, and E~N~ is extracting nitrogen, they represent the difference between fumigated and non-fumigated soils. C~Fumigation~ represents the content of organic carbon extracted from fumigated soil, N~Fumigation~ represents the content of nitrogen extracted from fumigated soil. C~non-Fumigation~ represents the content of organic carbon extracted from non-fumigated soils, N~non-Fumigation~ represents the content of nitrogen extracted from non-fumigated soils. Bc represents microbial biomass carbon, B~N~ represents microbial biomass nitrogen. In the calculation of microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen, the conversion coefficient is 0.45.

Data analysis {#sec006}
-------------

### Conventional statistical methods for different fertilization treatments {#sec007}

Means, variances, and frequency were estimated for each soil property in each plot. The distributions of values from three plots in the same treatment were plotted on a common scale for comparison purposes. Cochran\'s C test was used to test the assumption of variance homogeneity. The test statistic is a ratio that relates the largest empirical variance of a particular treatment to the sum of the variances of the remaining treatments. The theoretical distribution with the corresponding critical values can be specified \[[@pone.0209635.ref046]--[@pone.0209635.ref048]\]. The purpose of frequency distribution analysis is to illustrate the overall distribution of soil attribute values in different intervals. Thus, the distribution of MBC and MBN under different fertilization treatments was also analyzed.

### Geostatistics methods {#sec008}

We performed spatial statistics using the trend-surface model, Moran\'s I, and an interpolation map.

**Trend-surface model**

The trend-surface model is usually used to analyze the spatial rules of soil properties at the plot scale, and then indicates changes in properties on an X, Y coordinate system. The two trend-surface model is more suitable for small scale spatial data analysis. The two trend-surface model is as follows: $$Soil\ variable = regional\ trend + local\ anomaly + random\ interference$$ This model sums up the spatial distribution of attributes in order to filter out random interference \[[@pone.0209635.ref049]\]. According to the complexity of the elements to be evaluated, the model can be divided into three parts: the one trend-surface model, the two trend-surface model, and the three trend-surface model. The study area was small, so the two trend-surface model was used \[[@pone.0209635.ref050]\]: $$Soil\ variables\ value = \beta_{0} + \beta_{1}x + \beta_{2}y + \beta_{3}xy + \beta_{4}x^{2} + \beta_{5}y^{2}$$

The coefficients of the trend-surface model (β~0~-β~5~) can be obtained by regression: β~0~ is the intercept; β~1~ and β~2~ are the effect of soil property changes in the X and Y axes; β~3~ is the changes in the attribute values on the diagonal; and β~4~ and β~5~ represent the abnormality along the X and Y axes of the parameters to determine the degree of influence of each attribute in each direction of the coordinates. The regression coefficient of the trend-surface model was calculated in SPSS (version 20.0, IBM) at the p\<0.05 level.

**Moran's I**

Moran's I is the degree of spatial autocorrelation within a plot. Spatial autocorrelation refers to how data are related in space, and whether the relationship of such data is concentrated, dispersed or has no correlation. Spatial autocorrelation analysis is widely used in the field of geographical statistics and the most important indices are Moran\'s I and Geary\'s C. Moran\'s I, which uses the local spatial autocorrelation distance as the maximum variation from different treatments, was the selected. Because the correlation coefficients are between -1 and 1, they are related to the relationship between attribute values within a plot, which is not relevant when the correlation coefficient is 0. Local spatial autocorrelation allows for testing of spatial variability at the small scale \[[@pone.0209635.ref051]\].

Spatial autocorrelation of Moran\' S I can be expressed as: $$I = \frac{n}{S_{0}}\frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{n}{\sum_{j = 1}^{n}{w_{i,j}z_{i}z_{j}}}}{\sum_{i = 1}^{n}z_{i}^{2}}$$ where z~i~ is the deviation of I and its average value ($x_{i} - \overset{¯}{X}$), W~i,j~ is the spatial weight between i and j; n represents the total number of elements; and S~0~ is the aggregation of all spatial weights.

**Interpolation map**

Interpolation maps are made by converting known discrete measured data to a continuous data surface and then interpolating into the overall plot. The advantages and disadvantages of various interpolation methods are then compared. The Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) interpolation method does not need the semi variance as a function parameter and the interpolation is inversely proportional to the distance. Therefore, IDW is suitable in small plots of few samples and has high precision \[[@pone.0209635.ref052]\]; ArcGIS 10.2.1 was used to generate the interpolation map.

Results {#sec009}
=======

Descriptive statistics {#sec010}
----------------------

### Mean and coefficient of variation {#sec011}

For topsoil, concentrations of MBC and MBN were in the following order: CK \< NPK \< NPKS = NPKM; there were no significant differences in MBC/MBN among the fertilization treatments (P\<0.05). For sub-topsoil, MBC was the highest in NPKM and the lowest in CK. For MBN, there were no significant differences among NPK, NPKS, and NPKM, but it was the lowest in CK. MBC/MBN was highest in CK and lowest in NPK(P\<0.05).

The concentrations of MBC and MBN in topsoil were generally higher than in sub-topsoil (P\<0.05) ([Fig 2](#pone.0209635.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The MBC concentration was 52.77--67.24% of topsoil in sub-topsoil; MBC concentration decreased fastest in NPKS and slowest in NPK. MBN concentration was 51.71--70.95% of topsoil in sub-topsoil(P\<0.05). MBC/MBN was only significantly different in NPKM between topsoil and sub-topsoil, where MBC/MBN was 10% lower in topsoil than sub-topsoil(P\<0.05).

![Means and among-plot coefficients of variation of topsoil (0--7.5 cm), sub-topsoil (7.5--20 cm) properties of three 40.5m^2^ plots in the four fertilization treatments.\
Lowercase letters denote differences among treatments in the same layer. Capital letters denote differences between different layers of the same treatment.](pone.0209635.g002){#pone.0209635.g002}

The coefficient of variation (CV) was typically lower in topsoil than sub-topsoil in all four fertilization treatments ([Table 1](#pone.0209635.t001){ref-type="table"}), except for MBC and MBN of CK. In topsoil, CVs of MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN were the highest in CK; CV of MBC was the lowest in NPKM; and MBN and MBC/MBN were the lowest in NPKS. In sub-topsoil, the CVs of MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN were the highest in NPKS, NPK, and CK, respectively, while the CVs of MBC and MBN were lowest in NPKM, and MBC/MBN was the lowest in NPKS.

10.1371/journal.pone.0209635.t001

###### Coefficients of variance (CV) of MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN in topsoil and sub-topsoil in four fertilization treatments (CK, NPK, NPKS, and NPKM).

![](pone.0209635.t001){#pone.0209635.t001g}

  Layer        CK      NPK     NPKS    NPKM                                                            
  ------------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  Topsoil      44.65   55.18   36.11   28.94   35.71   27.36   27.56   28.76   19.68   26.85   30.97   26.14
  Bottomsoil   36.30   49.43   46.03   39.84   49.99   33.44   39.93   43.66   30.06   29.74   40.77   32.72

### Frequency {#sec012}

To introduce the effects of fertilization history on soil heterogeneity, individual samples from the three plots of each fertilization treatment were pooled (n = 72), illustrating the frequency distributions of soil properties ([Fig 3](#pone.0209635.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Frequency distribution of MBC, MBN and MBC/MBN in the four fertilization treatments.](pone.0209635.g003){#pone.0209635.g003}

The frequency of MBC in topsoil was the highest in 200--300 mg/kg for CK, between 300--500 mg/kg for NPKS and NPKM, and between 200--400 mg/kg for NPK. MBC in sub-topsoil was the highest in 100--200 mg/kg for CK, 200--300 mg/kg for NPKM and NPKS, and 100--300 mg/kg for NPK.

The frequency of MBN in topsoil was highest in 20--60 mg/kg for CK, and between 40--80 mg/kg for NPK, NPKS, and NPKM. MBN in sub-topsoil was the highest in 0--40 mg/kg in CK, 20--40 mg/kg for NPK, and NPKS and NPKM had the highest frequency between 20--60 mg/kg.

For MBC/MBN, these four treatments were concentrated at 4--12 in topsoil and sub-topsoil.

In [Fig 3](#pone.0209635.g003){ref-type="fig"}, we can also see that MBC and MBN are more concentrated in sub-topsoil than topsoil, and the distribution range of MBC was relatively narrow due to its low concentration in CK. The distribution of MBC in NPKM was more concentrated than in NPKS. The highest concentration of MBC in sub-topsoil still occurred in NPKM, and the lowest concentration was in CK.

### Within-plot variances {#sec013}

Coefficients of variation (CVs) of soil properties within-plot are summarized in [Fig 4](#pone.0209635.g004){ref-type="fig"}. The CVs of topsoil were mainly in the range of 18--36%, slightly higher in CK and lower in NPKS. CVs were higher in sub-topsoil than topsoil, especially for NPK where three plots were abnormally higher. Overall, MBC/MBN had the lowest CV.

![CVs of soil MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN in each plot of four fertilization treatments.](pone.0209635.g004){#pone.0209635.g004}

Cochran\'s C was used to test the within-plot variance among different treatments or different plots ([Table 2](#pone.0209635.t002){ref-type="table"}). However, there were no significant differences in the variance of MBC in topsoil. The differences in variance of MBN and MBC/MBN were significant. Four of the highest six values of the three variables occurred in CK in both layers, and two of the three maximum values of each variable occurred in CK in topsoil. There were significant differences in variance of the three variables among 12 plots in sub-topsoil. However, we could not confirm which fertilization had the largest variance because the largest variances of the three variables were distributed among different fertilization treatments. For MBN, none of the largest three CV occurred in CK in sub-topsoil, showing higher variability of CK in four fertilization treatments. MBC and MBN were different in sub-topsoil than in topsoil, where they were relatively larger in NPK than the others. MBC/MBN still had higher variation in CK compared with the others.

10.1371/journal.pone.0209635.t002

###### Comparison of the variances of 12 plots in the four fertilization treatments or six plots between two fertilization treatments using Cochran\'s test of the maximum variance against all others.

![](pone.0209635.t002){#pone.0209635.t002g}

  ------------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------- -------------- ------------ --------- ---------- ------------ -------------- --------- ---------
  Topsoil                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  \(a\)                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  Soil\         CK1              CK2               CK3               NPK1               NPK2               NPK3                NPKS1          NPKS2        NPKS3     NPKM1      NPKM2        NPKM3          Cochran   P-value
  variable                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  Variance                                                                                                                                                                                   C value                  

  MBC           **19739.32**     10048.37          6619.312          15034.55           4625               5868.62             **19971.28**   10189.4      9406.95   10244.46   8425.63      **16659.38**   0.15      0.1233

  MBN           **969.13**       **436.47**        323.67            **482.96**         430.05             337.53              416.3          402.8        400.66    425.62     326.15       416.3          0.17      0.01

  MBC/MBN       1.78             **6.11**          **7.57**          2.37               **4.15**           1.68                1.46           1.69         1.17      1.43       1.29         1.46           0.21      ≤0.001

  \(b\)                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                CK vs NPK        CK vs NPKS        CK vs NPKM        NPK vs NPKS        NPK vs NPKM        NPKS vs NPKM                                                                                               

  MBC           CK1,NPK1,CK2     NPKS1,CK1,NPKS2   CK1,NPKM3,NPKM1   NPKS1,NPK1,NPKS2   NPKM3,NPK1,NPKM1   NPKS1,NPKM3,NPKM1                                                                                          

  MBN           CK1,CK2,NPK1     CK1,CK2,NPKS1     CK1,CK2,NPKM1     NPK1,NPK2,NPKS1    NPK1,NPK2,NPKM1    NPKM1,NPKS1,NPKM3                                                                                          

  MBC/MBN       CK3,CK2,NPK2     CK3,CK2,NPKS2     CK3,CK2,NPKM3     NPK2,NPK1,NPKS2    NPK2,NPK1,NPKM3    NPKS2,NPKS1,NPKM3                                                                                          

  Sub-topsoil                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  \(a\)                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  Soil\         CK1              CK2               CK3               NPK1               NPK2               NPK3                NPKS1          NPKS2        NPKS3     NPKM1      NPKM2        NPKM3          Cochran   P-value
  variable                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  Variance                                                                                                                                                                                   C value                  

  MBC           **48119.39**     2041.41           2910.29           6048.33            4740.5             **11530.61**        7457.79        10424.5      5139.77   4416.61    2134.48      **12407.28**   0.41      ≤0.001

  MBN           140.45           175.17            57.7              201.61             413.21             **630.74**          212.94         **456.31**   147.52    88.09      **467.08**   324.57         0.19      0.002

  MBC/MBN       4.8              **15.81**         **10.17**         2.4                6.03               2.91                4.33           3.47         2.66      1.89       2.38         **9.76**       0.24      ≤0.001

  \(b\)                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                CK vs NPK        CK vs NPKS        CK vs NPKM        NPK vs NPKS        NPK vs NPKM        NPKS vs NPKM                                                                                               

  MBC           CK1,NPK3,NPK1    CK1,NPKS2,NPKS1   CK1,NPKM3,NPKM1   NPK3,NPKS2,NPKS1   NPKM3,NPK3,NPK1    NPKM3,NPKS2,NPKS1                                                                                          

  MBN           NPK3,NPK2,NPK1   NPKS2,NPKS1,CK2   NPKM2,NPKM3,CK2   NPK3,NPKS2,NPK2    NPK3,NPKM2,NPK2    NPKM2,NPKS2,NPKM3                                                                                          

  MBC/MBN       CK2,CK3,NPK2     CK2,CK3,NPKS1     CK2,CK3,NPKM3     NPK2,NPKS1,NPKS2   NPKM3,NPK2,NPK3    NPKM3,NPKS1,NPKS2                                                                                          
  ------------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------- -------------- ------------ --------- ---------- ------------ -------------- --------- ---------

The Cochran\'s C test was also used to compare pairs of treatments conforming to our hypothesis as follows: CK vs. NPKS, CK vs. NPK, CK vs. NPKM, NPKS vs. NPKM, NPK vs. NPKM, and NPK vs. NPKS. The results showed that the three variables of topsoil had higher variation in CK, while MBC had the highest variation in NPKS in sub-topsoil, and MBN had the highest variation in NPK in sub-topsoil, followed by NPKM, NPKS, and CK.

### Sample size requirements based on observed within-plot variances {#sec014}

Based on the estimated standard deviation, sample size requirements are different for different fertilization treatments in 40.5 m^2^ plot \[[@pone.0209635.ref053], [@pone.0209635.ref054]\].

In topsoil, the number of samples required for each fertilizer treatment was significantly different ([Fig 5](#pone.0209635.g005){ref-type="fig"}). For MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN, the sampling size of CK was the largest. When the relative expectation error was 5%, the number of samples required for CK treatment reached 136--424 and the minimum number of samples of NPKS was 88--90. For MBN, with a relative error of 5%, the sample size reached 248--601 in CK but was 128--132 in NPKS. The sample size of MBC/MBN was lowest relative to MBC and MBN, the maximum sample size of CK3 was 260 and sample size was lowest (48--66) in NPKS when the relative error was 5%.

![Sampling size requirements for sampling to achieve relative errors for MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN.\
The log scale was applied on both axes.](pone.0209635.g005){#pone.0209635.g005}

The sample size was greater in sub-topsoil than topsoil. For MBC, the sample size of NPK reached the maximum (207--561) when relative expected error was 5%, and the sample size was 43--267 at the same relative expected error in NPKM. For MBN, the largest sample size was in NPK at 300--650 with a relative expected error of 5%. The sample size was lowest (between 207--561) in NPKM. MBC/MBN sample sizes did not have large differences; sample size was maximum (382--1016) in NPKS and minimum (81--301) in NPKM.

Sample size requirements depended on long term fertilization ([Fig 5](#pone.0209635.g005){ref-type="fig"}), with more samples required in CK than in NPKS and NPKM in topsoil; NPK and NPKS required the most samples, and NPKM required the fewest, in sub-topsoil.

Spatial statistical analysis {#sec015}
----------------------------

### Trend-surface model {#sec016}

The trend-surface model revealed a number of significant patterns in the spatial variability of soil properties among different long-term fertilization treatments.

There was a total of 30 linear or nonlinear relationships in topsoil ([Table 3](#pone.0209635.t003){ref-type="table"}), including ten in NPKM, ten in NPK, nine in NPKS, and one in CK. MBC had a total of 12, MBN had ten, and MBC/MBN had eight. These results indicated that the highest spatial heterogeneity occurred within plots in NPKM and CK had the lowest spatial heterogeneity. MBC had greater spatial variability compared with MBN and MBC/MBN.

10.1371/journal.pone.0209635.t003

###### Significant regression coefficients of trend-surface analysis, and coefficients of determination (r^2^) for soil MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN in the 12 plots.

![](pone.0209635.t003){#pone.0209635.t003g}

  Topsoil                                                                               Sub-topsoil                                                                      
  --------- -------- --------- ---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------- ------------- --------- --------- -------- --------- -------- -------- --------- -------
  CK3       MBC      \-        \-         \-       \-       0.03     \-       0.261     CK1           MBN       \-        26.153   \-        \-       -5.75    \-        0.316
  NPK1      MBC      566.111   -248.102   \-       \-       64.227   \-       0.381     MBC/MBN       9.527     \-        \-       \-        0.87     \-       0.326     
  MBN       76.632   \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.109    CK2       MBC           113.367   \-        38.647   \-        \-       -5.156   0.36      
  MBC/MBN   7.355    \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.224    MBN       39.04         \-        \-        \-       \-        \-       0.138              
  NPK2      MBC      405.074   \-         \-       \-       \-       \-       0.055     CK3           MBN       \-        \-       \-        1.338    \-       \-        0.296
  MBN       87.5     \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.065    NPK1      MBC           257.892   \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.299     
  NPK3      MBC      299.871   \-         \-       \-       \-       \-       0.122     MBN           45.697    \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.111     
  MBN       67.712   \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.225    MBC/MBN   5.679         \-        \-        \-       \-        \-       0.291              
  MBC/MBN   4.042    \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.37     NPK2      MBC           309.788   \-        \-       16.111    \-       \-       0.41      
  NPKS1     MBC      633.096   \-         \-       \-       \-       \-       0.139     NPK3          MBN       \-        \-       \-        -3.603   \-       \-        0.487
  MBN       89.357   \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.049    MBC/MBN   4.602         \-        \-        \-       \-        -0.117   0.672              
  MBC/MBN   7.308    \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.117    NPKS1     MBC           290.668   \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.056     
  NPKS2     MBC      485.72    \-         \-       \-       \-       \-       0.264     MBN           52.042    \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.16      
  MBN       73.202   \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.075    MBC/MBN   6.714         \-        \-        \-       \-        \-       0.229              
  MBC/MBN   5.987    \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.224    NPKS2     MBC           293.89    \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.43      
  NPKS3     MBC      575.037   \-         \-       \-       \-       \-       0.422     MBC/MBN       7.271     \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.08      
  MBN       84.78    \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.253    NPKS3     MBC           266.405   \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.218     
  MBC/MBN   7.106    \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.274    MBN       38.565        \-        \-        \-       \-        \-       0.266              
  NPKM1     MBC      531.015   \-         \-       18.416   \-       \-       0.421     MBC/MBN       6.64      \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.189     
  MBN       81.832   \-        \-         3.964    \-       \-       0.335    NPKM1     MBN           22.327    \-        \-       \-        \-       \-       0.221     
  MBC/MBN   6.331    \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.078    MBC/MBN   4.181         \-        \-        \-       \-        \-       0.365              
  NPKM2     MBC      486.767   \-         \-       \-       \-       \-       0.133     NPKM2         MBC       224.761   \-       \-        \-       \-       \-        0.267
  MBC/MBN   8.82     \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.173    MBC/MBN   8.224         \-        -1.379    \-       \-        \-       0.428              
  NPKM3     MBN      \-        \-         20.286   \-       \-       -2.066   0.415     NPKM3         MBC       \-        \-       154.214   \-       \-       -14.015   0.401
  MBC/MBN   8.846    \-        \-         \-       \-       \-       0.138    MBN       \-            65.567    \-        \-       -10.37    \-       0.42               

Sub-topsoil had greater spatial heterogeneity than topsoil. There was a total of 34 linear and nonlinear relationships in sub-topsoil, CK accounted for nine, NPK for eight, NPKS for eight, NPKM for nine, MBC for 12, MBN for 11, and MBC/MBN for 11. NPKM was the maximum both in topsoil and sub-topsoil and as MBC, MBC/MBN was the minimum both topsoil and sub-topsoil.

### Moran's I {#sec017}

We used local Moran\'s I analysis to detect fine-scale spatial structure within each plot after removing coarse-scale trends across the 40.5m^2^ plots. All of the Moran\'S I of MBC in all fertilization treatments are showed in [Fig 6](#pone.0209635.g006){ref-type="fig"}. Results are summarized in [Table 4](#pone.0209635.t004){ref-type="table"}.

![Moran\'s I correlograms for soil MBC at 12 plots of four fertilization treatments.\
Filled circles denote Moran\'s I values that exhibited significant positive or negative autocorrelation. Obs: observations; LCL: low confident limit; UCL: Upper confidence limit.](pone.0209635.g006){#pone.0209635.g006}
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###### Summary of significant Moran\'s I values for MBC, MBN, MBC/MBN in 12 plots.

The unit of the distance for spatial dependence is meters.

![](pone.0209635.t004){#pone.0209635.t004g}

  Layer         Soil variables   CK1      CK2   CK3        NPK1         NPK2       NPK3   NPKS1         NPKS2      NPKS3   NPKM1     NPKM2      NPKM3     CK,NPK,NPKS,NPKM[^a^](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   Hypothesis[^b^](#t004fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------- ---------------- -------- ----- ---------- ------------ ---------- ------ ------------- ---------- ------- --------- ---------- --------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------
  Topsoil       MBC                       5     4                       3.5        -2     5,-5.5        4.5        1, -3             -5.5,6.5             2,2,3,1                                                  U
  MBN           -7.5                            -1         3.5,-5.5,6   -2         5                    -6                           6.5        1,3,2,1   R                                                        
  MBC/MBN                                       3,5,-7.5   6,-5.5       1                               -4, -6     -5,6                         0,3,1,1   R                                                        
  Sub-topsoil   MBC                       1.5                           1,-3,5     -4                   -6.5               -6,7.5    -5.5       -4.5      1,2,1,3                                                  R
  MBN                            -5.5     5.5                           1                 1.5,-6,-6.5   1,5, -6            1.5, -4   -4         2,1,2,2   U                                                        
  MBC/MBN                        1.5,-6         6                       1.5,-5.5   -1                   -6, -6.5   -7      1.5, -4              1,2,2,2   R                                                        

Note: for each variable, the first row indicates the significant negative autocorrelation at the listed lag distance and the second row indicates the positive autocorrelation at the listed lag distance.

^a^ Denotes the total number of plots with significant autocorrelation detected by Moran\'s I.

^b^ S, R represent the variables that supported or rejected the original hypothesis, respectively; U denotes unclear evidence as to supporting or rejecting the original hypothesis.

Topsoil: because there were three replicates and three variables per fertilization treatment, nine plots may have spatial autocorrelation for MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN in each fertilization treatment. There were three, eight, six, and three plots in CK, NPK, NPKS, and NPKM, respectively, with spatial autocorrelation. MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN showed stronger spatial autocorrelation in NPK and NPKS. In particular, MBC showed spatial autocorrelation in three plots in NPKS with a spatial lag distance between 1--5.5 m, while only one plot had spatial autocorrelation in NPKM with lag distance between -5.5 and 6.5 m. For MBN, only one plot had spatial autocorrelation in NPKM, but three plots in NPK had spatial autocorrelation, with spatial lag distance between -1-6 m. For MBC/MBN, there was no spatial autocorrelation in CK, and only one plot of three had spatial autocorrelation.

Sub-topsoil: only four of nine plots in CK achieved spatial autocorrelation and there were five, five, and seven in NPK, NPKS, and NPKM, respectively. This suggests stronger spatial autocorrelation in NPKM, especially for MBC, which showed spatial autocorrelation in all three plots, with spatial autocorrelation distances between 4.5--7.5 m. MBN had two of three plots with spatial autocorrelation in CK, NPKS, and NPKM. However, only one plot of three had spatial autocorrelation in NPK. MBC/MBN was similar to MBN: each fertilization treatment had two of three plots with spatial autocorrelation in NPK, NPKS, and NPKM, while CK only had one of three.

### Interpolation map {#sec018}

We used two-dimensional interpolation maps to visualize MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN by inverse distance weighting (IDW) to better estimate soil in the whole plot. This analysis was done to compare the spatial distributions of the soil properties among the plots ([Fig 7](#pone.0209635.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

![Spatial distribution of MBC in the twelve plots of four fertilization treatments; the interpolation maps were produced by the inverse distance weighting (IDW) method.](pone.0209635.g007){#pone.0209635.g007}

The interpolation maps had darker colors in CK compared to NPK, NPKS, and NPKM in both soil layers and concentrations of MBC and MBN were higher in topsoil than sub-topsoil. The color was more uniform and with few hotspots in CK while there were more hotspots in NPKS and NPKM. The largest hotspots appeared in CK1 in topsoil, with the largest hotspots of MBC and MBN at the bottom right corner of this plot. The largest hotspot of sub-topsoil occurred in NPKM3.

We did not find a significant impact on soil microbial biomass based on the direction of topdressing according our IDW maps, but hotspots were always at the edge of the plots.

Discussion {#sec019}
==========

Effects of fertilization on MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN and their variation {#sec020}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

MBC and MBN concentration were the highest in NPKM and lowest in CK in both layers, following the order: NPKM = NPKS \> NPK \> CK. This result was the same as Liu, et al. \[[@pone.0209635.ref055]\], and MBC and MBN concentration were higher in topsoil than sub-topsoil. There was no significant difference of MBC/MBN among fertilization treatments or between layers (except it was higher in sub-topsoil than topsoil in NPKM). As we know, a large amount of microbial input comes from manure \[[@pone.0209635.ref056], [@pone.0209635.ref057]\] and sufficient dissolved organic carbon and nitrogen caused a high microbial biomass in NPKM. There was also a large amount of microbial biomass in NPKS due to straw providing a sufficient source of carbon and nitrogen for microorganisms. Furthermore, the weakly alkaline soil can neutralize the acids produced by microbes when they decompose the straw \[[@pone.0209635.ref058], [@pone.0209635.ref059]\], producing a soil environment suitable for microorganism growth and propagation and leading to higher MBC and MBN \[[@pone.0209635.ref060], [@pone.0209635.ref061]\]. NPK lacks necessary carbon sources and leads to insufficient energy to supply more microorganisms, and thus has lower microbial biomass. CK had the lowest microbial biomass due to its low carbon and nutrient input. Even in the same tillage layer, topsoil was closer to the ground, with high porosity and good air permeability, which provided better aeration conditions for microbial activity \[[@pone.0209635.ref062], [@pone.0209635.ref063]\]. With increasing depth, the permeability is reduced, which decreases the microbial biomass \[[@pone.0209635.ref064]\]. The difference of MBC/MBN between the soil layers was not significant except with NPKM. This indicated that the microbial population structure did not change obviously up to a depth of 20 cm. MBC/MBN of topsoil was lower than sub-topsoil in NPKM, indicating that the proportion of fungi increased from topsoil to sub-topsoil, which is likely to be caused by the difference in aeration conditions and available organic carbon in the soil, and manure caused this difference \[[@pone.0209635.ref065]--[@pone.0209635.ref067]\].

Long-term fertilization treatments showed the highest variation in CK, while NPKS and NPKM had the lowest variation in general, and following the order: CK \> NPK \> NPKM \> NPKS in topsoil and NPK \> CK \> NPKS \> NPKM in sub-topsoil. Variation in sub-topsoil was higher than topsoil except for MBC and MBN in CK. The differences of MBC and MBN among different fertilization treatments matched our hypothesis, probably because of smaller bulk density, macro-water-stable aggregates (\>2 mm), high porosity, and because soil moisture and oxygen content were more even in NPKM and NPKS \[[@pone.0209635.ref068]--[@pone.0209635.ref071]\]. On the other hand, low porosity and low oxygen content were not conducive to microbial survival in CK. A small portion of the soil had high porosity and oxygen content due to root penetration \[[@pone.0209635.ref068], [@pone.0209635.ref072]\] and root stubble, leading microbes to gather near the roots and resulting in an uneven distribution of microbes in the soil. Lateral root systems were developed in NPKM \[[@pone.0209635.ref073], [@pone.0209635.ref074]\], root stubble residues in soil were more balanced, and the overall spatial variability decreased.

The addition of exogenous organic carbon can also make the decomposition rate of soil original organic carbon react sharply in a short time and form priming effect\[[@pone.0209635.ref060]\]. Several studies have shown that the addition of exogenous organic carbon can promote the growth of microorganisms, thus promoting the decomposition of soil original organic carbon and producing positive priming effect. Microorganisms are in a nutrient-limited state when soil nutrient content is relatively low. The addition of cow manure stimulates the demand of microorganisms for nutrients, thus accelerating the decomposition of soil organic carbon\[[@pone.0209635.ref061]\]. De Nobili et al.\[[@pone.0209635.ref075]\] and Falchini et al. \[[@pone.0209635.ref076]\]also believed that soil with relative deficiency of nutrients was more affected by the priming effect than soil with relatively abundant nutrients. This is also one of the factors causing the high variability of CK and NPK treatments and sub-topsoil.

Effects of fertilization on the spatial variation of MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN {#sec021}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Trend-surface models usually indicate spatial variability at the plot scale. In this study, the trend-surface model showed maximum spatial variability in NPKM in both layers and the minimum spatial variability in CK in topsoil. MBC had higher spatial variation than MBN at the plot scale; the minimum was found in MBC/MBN. This means that carbon or nitrogen sources might be not uniform at the plot scale. Manure caused the uneven distribution of dissolved organic carbon and nitrogen in NPKM because manure is difficult to decompose due to being a macromolecule and having high lignin content \[[@pone.0209635.ref077], [@pone.0209635.ref078]\], leading to higher spatial variability at the plot scale. Another reason may be that manure was usually scattered artificially in the plot, which strongly affected the spatial distribution in the plot. The trend-surface spatial properties of CK were almost the opposite in topsoil (smallest) and sub-topsoil (highest), which indicated that as the sole source of soil organic carbon and nitrogen, the distribution of root stubble in the two layers was completely different. The stubble was mainly in sub-topsoil and was relatively less common in topsoil in CK. Spatial variation of MBC/MBN was the lowest, indicating that the microbial communities had no large differences in all soils at the plot scale.

Moran\'s I spatial autocorrelation distance represents spatial variability at the fine-scale. There were large differences in spatial heterogeneity between the two soil layers at the fine scale in this study. The spatial variability of NPK was highest, followed by NPKS, CK, and NPKM in topsoil; the spatial variation in sub-topsoil followed the order: NPKM \> NPKS = NPK \> CK. The only carbon input in NPK was wheat stubble, which is difficult to decompose due to its high lignin content \[[@pone.0209635.ref079]\], but microbes tended to gather near the root stubble, resulting in larger spatial variability. Straw was scattered and plowed into the soil in the plot and while the distribution was more uniform in NPKS than NPK, microbial decomposition of straw is uneven: microbial biomass was low in places where straw had higher lignin content or in straw-uncovered place, and other places had higher microbial concentration, so the spatial autocorrelation was high at the fine-scale \[[@pone.0209635.ref080], [@pone.0209635.ref081]\]. In sub-topsoil, the strongest spatial autocorrelation occurred in NPKM, possibly due to higher permeability from more dissolved organic carbon and nitrogen \[[@pone.0209635.ref082]\], resulting in the highest dissolved organic matter content in sub-topsoil. But this phenomenon was uneven, which is beneficial to the survival and aggregation of microorganisms in certain parts of the sub-topsoil \[[@pone.0209635.ref083], [@pone.0209635.ref084]\]. Straw provides a normal source of energy for microbial survival in NPKS \[[@pone.0209635.ref085]--[@pone.0209635.ref087]\], but it is more difficult for microbes to survive and the decomposition rate of straw is slower in sub-topsoil \[[@pone.0209635.ref040]\], soil microbes and other soil organisms also release a variety of organic matter in the soil \[[@pone.0209635.ref088], [@pone.0209635.ref089]\], supplying soil microbial nutrient sources and increasing spatial heterogeneity simultaneously at the fine scale. The root stubble depth also differs among fertilization treatments in sub-topsoil \[[@pone.0209635.ref090], [@pone.0209635.ref091]\]. In this study NPKM and NPKS both had high density roots in both layers, but NPK had the same root density in topsoil \[[@pone.0209635.ref092]\] and the root density was much lower in sub-topsoil. Therefore, the spatial heterogeneity was much lower in NPK. The root density was higher in sub-topsoil than topsoil in CK due to its poor nutrient soil, the root penetrated deeper can it get enough nutrition and moisture\[[@pone.0209635.ref093]\], which led to very low spatial heterogeneity at the fine-scale in CK in topsoil.

There were different spatial heterogeneity patterns among the treatments at the fine-scale and the plot-scale, so we made a two-dimensional map with the IDW interpolation method to express the spatial distribution of variables in plots. The largest hotspot was in CK1 (high MBC and MBN). This hotspot was caused by residual stubble because we found carbonized maize stubble when picking roots from the soil. In such samples, MBC and MBN were higher, indicating the emergence of microbial aggregation in this position; microbial decomposition was more intense and caused this hotspot. Another obvious hotspot was in NPKS1, but we did not find any abnormal phenomena when we were selecting and sieving. This hotspot might have resulted from rich carbon and nitrogen sources in this sample that had been consumed by microbial decomposition. A notable phenomenon in IDW maps was that the most hotspots were commonly found on the edge of the plot, indicating an obvious edge effect. Thus, sampling should be in the vicinity of the central area to avoid the error caused by the edge effect.

Conclusions {#sec022}
===========

Fertilization significantly increases the concentration of MBC and MBN, especially with input of organic materials, and it is increased more in topsoil than sub-topsoil. However, there are few differences of MBC/MBN between topsoil and sub-topsoil and among fertilization treatments.

Variation of MBC, MBN, and MBC/MBN caused by fertilization were in the following order MBC \> MBN \> MBC/MBN. Differences in soil properties among fertilization treatments were in the order CK \> NPK \> NPKM \> NPKS (topsoil) and NPK \> CK \> NPKS \> NPKM (sub-topsoil).

Spatial heterogeneity differed between topsoil and sub-topsoil at the plot-scale. The spatial variability at the plot-scale was NPKM = NPK \> NPKS \> CK (topsoil) and NPKM = CK \> NPK = NPKS (sub-topsoil). Spatial heterogeneity also differed at the fine-scale between topsoil and sub-topsoil: the order was NPK \> NPKS \> CK = NPKM in topsoil and NPKM \> NPK = NPKS \> CK in sub-topsoil. Spatial variation of variables followed the order: MBC \> MBN \> MBC/MBN (topsoil) and MBC = MBN = MBC/MBN (sub-topsoil).

The "hotspots" of MBC and MBN in the plots were mainly on the plot edges. Sampling should be in the central area of the plot to better represent the situation in plots.
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